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A versatile Chemist
Who claims you can’t do chemistry and have fun? Or even better,

combine your work with your hobby?

Germany 1922: PhD chemist Max Fischer founded the “Vereinigte
Wachswarenfabrik AG Ditzingen” producing floor wax, floor pickling and
candles. Fischer, also a passionate ski jumper who won several national
competitions, was intrigued by the unique interaction between these
waxes and water, especially in the form of snow. The waxes would allow
the treatment of wooden skis which stopped the skis from soaking up
water and made them glide better.

Soon ski waxes became the company’s second production line. Their
leading brand “Holmenkol” is named after the famous Norwegian ski
jump “Holmenkollen” in Oslo. Today the company, now named
“Holmenkol”, is still a leading producer of ski waxes and the world’s first
ECO-certified Skiwax supplier!
Source: Wirtschaftsförderung Region Stuttgart GmbH / Helmuth Haag. Read more at
www.holmenkol.com
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We all know that snowflakes are made of frozen
water but how are they formed? Water consists of
molecules (H2O) which have a non-linear structure with
a bond angle of 104.5° due to the two lone pairs of
electron on the oxygen. So far so good, but there are
hydrogen bonds! And these hydrogen bonds are
responsible for the unique structure of snowflakes.
Why?

The magic of snowflakes

In the crystal the oxygen atoms occupy the 6 corners of a regular hexagon.
The distance between 2 oxygen atoms is given by the length of the covalent O-
H bond and the length of the hydrogen bond which amounts to 275 pm (2.75 x
10-10 m). As each oxygen is associated with 4 hydrogen atoms, this structure
grows in three dimensions.

When water freezes, the water molecules enter a highly ordered
structure – the ice crystal lattice. In this structure, each oxygen atom is
the centre of a regular tetrahedron, as all four surrounding electron pairs
are involved in bonding to hydrogen atoms – 2 covalent bonds, 2
hydrogen bonds.
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In the first instance, on a microscopic scale, a
hexagonal ice crystal is formed. Once this
crystal has reached a certain size, the magic
starts happening. More crystals grow uniformly
yet randomly from each corner of the hexagon.
This generates the typical six-pointed star that
we see in each and every snowflake. Because
the assembly is random, we see millions of
different macroscopic shapes.



Element of the Month

Oxygen is the eighth element in the Periodic Table. It is found in the air 
as the gaseous element (O2), combined with hydrogen to form the water 
in the oceans of the world, and combined with metals to form minerals 
(such as limestone, CaCO3) in the earth beneath our feet.

The credit for discovering oxygen is now shared by three chemists: an 
Englishman, a Swedish-man, and a Frenchman. Joseph Priestley was the 
first to publish an account of oxygen. In 1774 he carried out an 
experiment by focussing sunlight onto mercury(II) oxide (HgO) and 
collecting the gas which came off. He noted that a candle burned more 
brightly in this gas and that it made breathing easier.

Unknown to Priestly, Carl Wilhelm Scheele had produced oxygen in 
June 1771. He had written an account of his discovery but it was not 
published until 1777. Antoine Lavoisier also claimed to have discovered 
oxygen. He proposed that the new gas be called oxy-gène, meaning acid-
forming, because he thought all acids contained oxygen.

Oxygen has many uses, including in steel production (removing excess 
carbon from the molten iron), in hospitals to support the breathing of 
critically ill patients, and in the production of sulfuric acid a vital raw 
material in many industries.

Learn more about oxygen: 
https://www.rsc.org/periodic-table/element/8/oxygen
https://www.webelements.com/oxygen/

Chemical Sudoku : Number 3 – All about hydrogen
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Chemical Sudoku is 
regular Sudoku with a twist.

Each 3x3 grid contains 
EITHER nine elements/ 
compounds OR nine 
features of these elements/ 
compounds (e.g. T2O is 
radioactive). 

Each row and column 
must contain nine different 
elements/ characteristics –
e.g. T2O and radioactive
cannot be in the same row 
or column.

Hint – work out all the 9 
elements/compounds and 
their associated 
characteristics first.

A beaker of liquid oxygen
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